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ABSTRACT
In the dynamics of general elections, the discussion of women legislative candidates has always been an
interesting topic because the proportion of 30% of women candidates’ minimum requirement is always difficult
to fulfill by any political party. The difficulty of women legislative candidates penetrating parliamentary seats is
a problem that must be resolved. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct qualitative research to formulate how the
communication patterns carried out by women politicians in the Karawang Regency, who have succeeded in
penetrating parliamentary seats through case study techniques during the research. The communication pattern
that marks the women’s success in election contestation can be a guide or reference when other women party
politicians enter politics and advance to become legislature members. This research is limited to women members
of the legislature who come from the Golkar Party. The results showed that the success of women members of the
Regional Legislative Assembly (DPRD) from the Golkar party in occupying seats in the DPRD was partly due to
the communication patterns they succeeded in establishing. They build vertical, horizontal, formal, and informal
communication patterns that apply more social and cultural approaches. The uniqueness is when social media
is used as a tool for political campaigns today, the communication strategy developed by those women legislative
candidates of the Golkar party does not take advantage of social media. This is because the targeted constituents
are people in remote areas, so the communication pattern through a direct face-to-face approach is much more
impactful than social media.

Keywords: Women DPRD members of Karawang Regency, political communication patterns, 2019 general
election

ABSTRAK
Dalam dinamika pemilihan umum (pemilu) pembahasan mengenai calon anggota legislatif perempuan
selalu menjadi topik yang menarik karena adanya proporsi 30% caleg perempuan yang selalu sulit dipenuhi
oleh setiap partai politik. Sulitnya calon anggota legislatif perempuan menembus kursi parlemen merupakan
masalah yang harus dicarikan solusinya. Dengan demikian, perlu dilakukan penelitian dengan menggunakan
metode kualitatif untuk merumuskan bagaimana pola komunikasi yang telah dilakukan oleh para politisi
perempuan di Kabupaten Karawang yang telah berhasil menembus kursi parlemen dengan studi kasus
sebagai teknik penelitian. Pola komunikasi yang menandai keberhasilan kaum perempuan dalam kontestasi
pemilu ini dapat menjadi pedoman ataupun acuan ketika pihak lain yang juga perempuan akan terjun ke
dunia politik dan akan maju menjadi anggota legislatif. Penelitian ini dibatasi hanya pada anggota legislatif
perempuan yang berasal dari Partai Golkar. Hasil penelitian  menunjukkan bahwa keberhasilan para
anggota DPRD perempuan dari Partai Golkar dalam menduduki kursi di DPRD salah satunya disebabkan
oleh pola komunikasi yang berhasil mereka bangun. Adapun pola komunikasi yang mereka bangun tersebut
adalah pola komunikasi vertikal, horizontal, formal, informal yang lebih cenderung menerapkan pendekatan
sosial dan budaya. Saat media sosial dijadikan alat kampanye politik dewasa ini, strategi komunikasi yang
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dibangun para calon anggota legislatif perempuan di Kabupaten Karawang yang berasal dari Partai Golkar
ini tidak memanfaatkan media sosial. Hal ini disebabkan konstituen yang menjadi sasarannya adalah
masyarakat pelosok yang belum memiliki pemahaman awam terhadap teknologi sehingga pola komunikasi
melalui tatap mula langsung jauh lebih berdampak dibandingkan dengan penggunaan media sosial.

Kata Kunci: Anggota DPRD perempuan Kabupaten Karawang, pola komunikasi politik, Pemilu 2019

Introduction

Indonesian 2019 General Election resulted in the president, vice president, and legislative
members being elected by Indonesians (Tinarbuko, 2019). Some discussions related to the
women candidates within the continuously changing campaign. This is caused by the
proportion regulation by political parties related to women’s participation.

The democratic event celebrated every five years were filled with a handful of campaigns
used by different factions to attract supporters. Metaphoric contexts in visual and auditory
methods were delivered by competitors to bring their victors to a specific political position
(Harry et al., 2021). Visual meaning creates a new implication to the audience in various
ways and is not limited to legislative candidates and their capabilities in handling the task
(Lumampauw et al., 2020). In contrast, auditory semiotics supports the visual construction
through linguistics or music to motivate the audience to support their favorite candidates
(Latukolan et al., 2021).

The candidate’s connection to the community from the past is capable of strengthening
them to be appointed as the head of the region. This contribution consists of social activities,
entertainment, or other activities that build the candidate’s image to the regional people
(Lalancette & Raynauld, 2019). Siding with a certain group of people will also improve the
candidate’s position in the election campaign. The one-sided support is similar to using a
double-edged sword, where the benefited group will potentially be a scapegoat or able to
unify the community entirely (Premaratna, 2021).

Women candidates failed to reach the representation quota of the political party of 30%
in the Election of 2014. This proportion collapsed from 18.2% in 2009 to 17.3% in 2014
(Wardani and Margaret, 2013). The women candidates have increased participation and
their registry to the Election from 33.6% in 2009 to 37% in 2014. The phenomenon illustrates
how a candidate’s quantity does not guarantee the election value of women in the political
seat (Manafe, 2014).

The balance of participation and representation of women and male political figures is
an essential argument in the democratic system valuing equal opportunity for every group
in the community to participate until the decision-making is done. Community participation
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will help the political system run the country’s election event (Marta, 2017).

Tjajadi (2021) implicates the participation of women and men when making decisions is
a sine qua non of a democratic structural system. Therefore, democracy can never be blinded
by gender. This statement suggests that gender equality and participation must be preserved
in the democratic system of Indonesia (Putri et al., 2020).

One of the regions with the women candidate proportional issue is Karawang. Despite
having a women regent, the representation of women in Karawang only reached 20% and
needs to be improved to meet the representative quota of 30% (Kusumawadani et al., 2020).
The core issue is based on women candidates’ challenges to win a parliament seat, which
needed a quick solution.

The crisis has caused women candidates to implement communication patterns to soften
their electability value to Indonesian politics. There are attempts to reach a continuously
competitive government seat (Milana & Muksin, 2021). The convergence of technology has
made this communication easier due to its widespread. Technological growth in Indonesia
has spread to assist the communication patterns of political candidates regardless of gender.
(Chinmi & Marta, 2020). Despite using a proper communication strategy and digital
assistance, women candidates’ electability value did not show any signs of significant
improvement. The women representative electability value of 20.5% has not succeeded in
fulfilling the standard value of women candidate’s representation (Umagapi, 2020).

Based on the backgrounds presented related to the representation of women candidates
not reaching the 30% quota, the authors conducted research based on the communication
patterns by women politicians in Karawang who have succeeded in joining the parliament.
The success of women candidates of Karawang can be a reference for other women
candidates trying to join Indonesia’s politics and become a part of the legislative (Tarsani,
2016).

In other words, the research is purposed to formulate political communication patterns
conducted by women legislatures of Karawang who have made it to the legislative seat in
the 2019-2024 period. The communication patterns are correlated to the representation of
women candidates, which is still relatively low, even though there has been an increase in
women  participants during the 2019 Election (Novianda Beltim et al., 2021). The parliament
seat must at least be filled with women politicians to increase the representative voice of
women in the political world.
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Women have the right to vote and voice themselves as the majority of Indonesian citizens.
The election rights of women could create a change in Indonesia’s structural system.
Furthermore, women could also participate in the political climate to be women politicians
(Tjajadi et al., 2021). Even then, it is difficult to argue that women politicians are struggling
to create their opportunities as opposed to male politicians.

The concept of political communication is described as an information transmission
process related to one politician to other political systems (Haryono, 2019). Political
communication is a specific form of communication and is also related to common forms of
communication (Fensi, 2019). Therefore, the base patterns of political communication also
follow social communication patterns.

Political communication can be defined in numerous ways. Hasfi (2019) defined political
communication as any process of information, transmission, exchange, and search engaged
by the community is coursed by political parties of the region or nation. This statement is
relevant to Thaib & Mozin’s (2018) statement, which explains political communication as a
way to deliver political messages, verbal or non-verbal, to affect citizens or political figures
in the political system (Fensi, 2019). In other words, political communication is the bridge to
deliver messages capable of running the politics using symbols and meanings to reach a
target in the system (Lestari et al., 2021).

Political communication contains numerous patterns, such as the vertical pattern of
communication (i.e., Leader of the community towards the citizens or vice versa), the
horizontal pattern of communication (i.e., individual or group communication with equal
status), the formal pattern of communication (i.e., public speech or formal organizational
communication), and informal pattern of communication (face to face communication, no
procedures or formalities are required in the process) (Novtarianggi et al., 2020).

Patterns of communication are generally defined as a model of communication process
where numerous models are a part of it. Therefore, communication is adaptable to match
certain situations and creates an easier communication environment. This process is a
sequence of activities, from distributing messages to receiving feedback from communicants
(Marta & Septyana, 2015). The sequence of messages and responses given will be an
interaction for communicators and communicants to express certain communication patterns.
This phenomenon is also encouraged by mutualism connection from communicants towards
their interest topics (Putra et al., 2021).
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Patterns, models, and shapes are created from the process of communication. They are
connected, and each plays a part in constructing a communication pattern. These structures
are delivered into different patterns of communications such as primary pattern, secondary
pattern, linear pattern, and circular pattern of communication.

Political participation is an important aspect in democratic countries. This is also a form
of novelty in modernization within politics. Political participation is an individual or group
activity where the participants are actively involved in the political systems, such as electing
the national leaders and directly or indirectly affecting the entire public policy. These activities
also involve actions such as voting in the election event, attending political meetings,
maintaining connections towards other governmental or parliament members, being a member
of a political party or social movement, et cetera (Wardhani, 2018).

Political participation becomes a responsibility to all citizens of Indonesia. Women’s
participation in politics not only focuses on creating a solid position in the citizen
representational department but also participation in political activities in general (Cucchi
et al., 2021; Khumairoh, 2021). Until recently, women’s representation politics remained the
highlighted issue despite having more women citizens than males. This is caused by the
lack of women’s involvement in political activities.

This statement is reflected in the data of women’s participation in politics in Indonesia’s
representation department. Based on Citizen Projection of Indonesia in 2010-2035, out of
261.9 million citizens in 2017, there are 130.3 million women citizens or about 49.75% of the
population. However, this quantity does not create any impacted matter in the representation
department compared to male politicians.

The government has conducted several attempts to increase women’s participation in
politics. This is reflected in several regulations, such as (1) Law No. 2 of 2009, where women’s
representation is set to a minimum of 30% in political factions. (2) Law No. 10 of 2008
further supports the first regulation where political factions can only participate in activities
after fulfilling the first requirements of women’s representation. (3) Law No. 7 of 2017
regarding the Election where political parties are to monitor women’s participation at least
30%. (4) Article 6 paragraph 5 of Law No. 15 of 2011 about Election administration, where
Election Administration Commission must represent women at least 30% of the entire
organization.

Based on the research background, the authors found a research idea to evaluate the
representative value of women in the political activities of Indonesia. Reflecting on the
successors of women’s legislative in the 2019 Election, they used a campaign technique
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that is considered a novelty compared to male successors. The research will help illustrate
tactics from women’s successors who have been through the campaign of the 2019 Election,
where they unleashed their strategies, adaptation, and innovation for future women
successors of 2024.

This is similar to Yuliati’s (2017) statement where women’s struggle to represent
Indonesia’s politics as stated in Law No. 10 of 2008, regarding the Election of Indonesia’s
representative department, regional representative department, and states representative
department, containing the policy of affirmative action, which is a policy of positive
discrimination in a specific time period.

There is one theoretical window of campaign communication used by the authors to
answer the issue of communication patterns during the 2019 Election. Rogers and Storey
(1987) explain the campaign theory as a form of communication planning to push the
audience’s behavior on a broader scale (Wulansari & Pamungkas, 2021). This theory is based
on women candidates’ communication patterns, where they used conventional and digital
methods to create their own competitive advantage in 2019 Election campaigns.
Communications and media used by the women candidates will affect their objectives during
the election period (Rogers et al., 2021).

RESEARCH METHOD

The study will be qualitative research with a phenomenology perspective. This research
will collect data from women successors who have made it into Indonesia’s political system
in the 2019 Election period. (Mansyur & Suherman, 2020). The case study will be the primary
method of this study to explore the phenomenon of women’s participation in the political
system of Indonesia. Through case studies, information gathered from informants makes
this technique fitting to women’s correlation to political communication (Santoso & Toruan,
2018).

First, the researcher collects the data through observation and deep interviews with
respondents: a women legislative member who has earned a political seat in Regional
Legislative Assembly for the 2019-2024 period. The respondents also consist of the successor
team members. Primary data are consisted of interview results from respondents, whereas
secondary data consists of the past literature studies related to women candidates who are
participating in the 2019 Election (Aslam et al., 2020).

The analytical process of the research refers to three steps of data analysis: data reduction
phase, data presentation phase, and the conclusion phase. Data collected from the research
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will be reduced through the triangulation process until there are no novelties available within
the data. The reduced data will then be presented to help the authors correlate the novelties
of the research to the past studies regarding the 2019 Election, especially women’s
participation in the event. The conclusion will then be drawn out when the researchers
obtained a novelty within the study based on data reduction and the correlation to the past
research (Condorelli et al., 2020).

The women successors in the Karawang Regional Legislative Assembly who have secured
their seats consists of 14 people, namely Indriyani (Nasdem), Saidah Anwar (P. Golkar),
Rosmilah (PDIP), Elivia Khrisiana  (PDIP), Hj Nurlela Syaripin (PBB), Neneng Siti Fatimah
(PKB), Suci Nurwinda (P. Demokrat), Dewi Rohayati (PAN), Mumun Maemunah (PKS), Sutini
(PKS), Yusni Rinzani (P. Gerindra), Fitri Melinda (P. Golkar), Anggi Rostiana Tamadi (PKB), and
Metri Citra Wardani (P. Hanura). The candidates were chosen as the research object due to
their success in obtaining the political seats during the 2019 Election in Karawang.

Considering the characteristics of the source of data originated from different sources,
the research is limited to communication strategy used by women successors from Golkar
Faction in Karawang, who are Saidah Anwar and Fitri Melinda (regarded as “S” and “F” in
the data, respectively). This is done to focus on the research and discover the political
communication patterns that are unique within different political factions involved in the
2019 Election.

DISCUSSION

The research is focused on two women successors of the Golkar Faction’s legislative
members who have secured their seats in the Karawang Regional Legislative Assembly
(DPRD) for the period of 2019-2024. The first successor is (F), who has achieved the second-
highest vote of 50 legislative members of the entire faction. The votes are accumulated as
much as 18,000 votes. The second successor is (S), with an accumulated vote of 8,000.

The purpose of the two women successors following the contest of the 2019 Election is
to absorb citizens’ aspirations within the represented field. The research results indicate
that the communication patterns used by successors consist of Vertical, Horizontal, Formal,
and Informal patterns of communication.
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Vertical Communication Pattern

The women successors’ vertical communication pattern in the Golkar Faction is used
through their supportive factions. In this case, the faction leaders are instructed to create
strategies to win their successors as a representative of the Golkar Faction. The faction
leaders are not only instructing and formulating strategies but also packing the candidates
with campaign preparations such as banners, shirts, and posters. This campaign technique
is still counted as traditional, where all political activities are being held on-site to attract
citizens’ attention. The conventional campaign remains usable in the 2019 Election
considering the states the Election is divided into five districts with the emotional approach
to the citizen, as explained in the interview quote:

Political campaigns used several media to approach connectivities where traditional

methods are still being used, such as billboards, stickers, shirts, and banners combined

with campaign props to help the faction approach the community. The conventional

approach was capable of growing the emotional factor of the community towards Golkar

Faction during the 2019 Election campaign. The friendship approach is proven to remain

effective because candidates represent the community they are stationed in. (FL, 39

years, Campaign Team, Sadamalun Karawang) (IN, 38 years, Karawang DPRD Member

- Nasdem Faction, Nyangkokot Karawang) (AR, 26 years, Karawang DPRD Member -

PKB Faction, Cikampek Karawang)

In the middle of social media convergence as a campaign property, which is frequently
used by numerous political factions, women candidates’ campaigns in Karawang did not
use social media at all due to the limited access to technology in remote districts where the
citizens deemed social media to be unnecessary in their daily lives. This illustrates that
political communication must monitor its target audience through selective media distribution.
In the 2019 Election campaign in Karawang, face-to-face communication is the most effective
way to create a positive image in the community and bring the women candidates to DPRD
Karawang seats of 2019-2024. (Harry et al., 2021).

A decisive strategy to win the seat of DPRD Karawang is implemented by Golkar Faction.
These techniques consist of resource donations such as shirts to fulfill the political faction’s
solidarity towards the community during the process of 2019 Election. The respondents also
mentioned that all successor team members are involved in this strategy, as mentioned in
the following interview script:
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The campaign assistance provided by Golkar Faction takes the form of decisive strategies

for candidates participating in the election campaign. The strategy involves all members

of candidates and the Golkar Faction to create a successful campaign. In addition, there

are also shirts donations by Golkar Faction to strengthen their position in the 2019

Election campaign. Guiding the community to vote for their candidates is also effective

in creating a decisive advantage for the candidates. All knowledge given to the citizens

will support the voting process. Regional figures are also used to improve the candidate’s

position and bring them closer to the represented community. (FL, 39 years, successor

team, Sadamalun Karawang) (IN, 38 years, DPRD Karawang Member - Nasdem Faction,

nyangkokot Karawang) (WS, 42 years, DPRD Head of Division, Karang Indah Karawang)

This strategy correlates to Alwadlo’s (2021) study, which shows that the support of
important figures in specific regions can sell citizens’ perceptions to a legislative candidate.
The regional figures do not select the individual’s demography but their influence on the
community. This phenomenon makes it possible for citizens across all generations to become
public figures reaching the ultimate decision for the entire region.

Women candidates’ campaign to the community is also correlated in Alwadlo (2021),
where this strategy is proven to bring supporters and benefit the campaigning candidates
effectively. Community campaign also takes the form of imaging strategy to create a positive
perspective for citizens. This approach also improves the electability value of women
candidates during the campaign (Lolowang, 2022).

Horizontal Communication Pattern

Women successors of the Golkar Faction use a horizontal pattern of communication to
create a friendly relationship between candidates and citizens. Horizontal communication
uses more of family connection in the process. Generally speaking, women candidates are
more likely to get a vote due to their family background, especially when they have participated
in the political system in the past, or were once a member of DPRD Karawang, as mentioned
in the interview script:

The infamed family member in the political system also plays an important part in

instigating F’s electability as a candidate, not only as a campaign instrument or the

figures used during the campaign. The family member’s contribution to the political

system is also important to reach a decision in candidates. Family activities in politics are

not limited to state governments. Elite groups are also affecting the voting system.(FL,

39 years, Successor team, Sadamalun Karawang) (RS, 48 years, DPRD Member - PDIP,

Sedari Karawang) (AR, 26 years, DPRD Member - PKB, Cikampek Karawang)
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Family members’ involvement is also referred to in Lolowang’s (2022) research, where
the relation of candidates to other political figures is an important factor to a decisive result
in a democratic competition. The demographics of political figures also take the form of
family members who have been or are still in the political seat. This past experience will
increase the electability of women candidates during the 2019 Election.

Family member relations to the politics also strengthens women candidates’ positions
during their competition in 2019. Family connections correlate the candidate to the campaign
process as mentioned in the following interview transcript:

One of S’s family members is involved in politics. Her elder relatives were once district

faction leader of Western and Eastern Karawang. F also had a family member who is

involved in the political faction department. There are numerous suggestions about a

member of DPRD to join the Election due to their family history. There is also a member

of DPRD who has a partner involved in the political activities. (FL, 39 years, Successor

team, Sadamalun Karawang) (RS, 48 years, DPRD Member - PDIP, Sedari Karawang)

(AR, 26 years, DPRD Member - PKB, Cikampek Karawang)

Darmawan (2017) strengthens this transcript by mentioning the reputation of public or
political figures. The popularities presented by the character will represent the electability
of their supported candidates. This phenomenon strengthens the urgency of building a healthy
relationship with important figures, national or regional-wise, during the 2019 Election period.
Community figures also simplify the communication process between the candidates to
citizens. This legislative approach is provided by political figures and softens the candidates’
image, especially those who have just emerged into the system (Redy Hendra Gunawan,
2020).

Horizontal and vertical communication patterns illustrate how women candidates involved
in the 2019 Election campaign adjusted themselves to communicants. This adaptability is
also purposed to help the campaign’s success and increase their likelihood to win DPRD’s
seat of Karawang.

Formal Communication Pattern

The formal communication pattern conducted by successor teams of women candidates
in the Golkar Faction is through internal and external faction meetings with all candidates.
Formal communication used by candidates is used by the distribution of faction attributes
containing the faction’s vision and mission and the registered candidate.
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The candidates also use formal communication patterns to recruit their campaign team
for reaching their political position. The campaign team will then be adjusted to the target
location of the election campaign, as mentioned in the interview transcript:

F constructs her own campaign team to secure her seat in politics. Golkar Faction was

not involved in F’s campaign process, whereas Golkar mixed their team to S’s campaign

team during the 2019 Election campaign. Campaign attributes also play a part in

approaching the community, such as stickers, flyers, banners, and logos. Additionally,

regional figures are also involved during the campaign to create a close connection between

candidates to citizens, entertainment or religious-wise. All contributions from faction

members are also assisting the campaign team in securing a political seat. This statement

is opposed to public rumors that political factions don’t provide any support to candidates.

It is a matter of whether the candidates want them. (FL, 39 years, Campaign Team,

Sadamalun Karawang) (RS, 48 years, DPRD Member PDIP, Sedari Karawang) (MM,

41 years, DPRD Member PKS , Rengas Dengklok Karawang)

Campaign message construction is also prioritized during the democratic event held
every five years. All contexts about women candidates are creating a significant impact on
communicants receiving the campaign messages. Correlating the candidate’s vision and
mission to the audience were the most important aspects of the campaign process (Umari &
Indra Dewi, 2020). The strategy is also supported by Adeni (2017), who mentioned campaign
messages could push the electability of women candidates to fulfill the requirements of
political faction creation, which is at 30%. All women activists in the political system are
encouraging this strategy to reach the representation value.

Informal Communication Pattern

This is the most used communication pattern based on the two women candidates of the
Golkar Faction. Informal communication pattern allows candidates to approach the community
directly to understand their social and cultural system through different activities, such as:

1. Organizing cultural and entertainment events and inviting Ohang, a well-known comedian
in Indonesia

2. Organizing Koran reciting activity which invites one of the popular clerics in Indonesia,
Ustaz Somad

3. Organizing sports events which involved a lot of citizens. This event draws enough
attention from the voting community. One of such activities is named Healthy Gymnastics
with The People
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4. Using local language, Sundanese, during face to face communication with citizens to
simplify candidates approach to the entire community

5. Directly involved with community activities, such as sponsorship during Independence
Day events

6. Approaching through women recitation activities and creating reciting events as a form
of socializing campaign programs to citizens

There are numerous ways of promoting candidates during the campaign. One of them is
through cultural and religious campaigns, which are being held numerous times during the
campaign process. One of the candidates even organized a thanksgiving in the night before
the voting period, as stated in the following interview transcript:

Art Exhibition Campaign was being held for six months where there were two encounters

with Ustaz Abdul Somad or Anggil Ohang. Those two figures have their own schedules

to attend the event and secure F in the political competition. Campaign attributes and

equipment are also being used during the exhibition. One DPRD member attended a

sport event such as “Leisure Walk with Citizens” to interact with each other, similar to S’s

approach, which organized a gymnastics event for the community. One of DPRD members

even organized a thanksgiving with wayang entertainment to achieve a cultural approach

to citizens. (FL, 39 years, Campaign Team, Sadamalun Karawang) (IN, 38 years, DPRD

Member Karawang - Nasdem Faction, nyangkokot Karawang) (AR, 26 years, DPRD

Member - PKB, Cikampek Karawang)

Women candidates who have won their seats in politics used different strategies than
male candidates during the 2019 Election. The statement is supported through a sociocultural
approach to Indonesian citizens. The researcher still sees that women candidates still use
the conventional method during the campaign process due to the lack of technological
development in Karawang (Isnaini, 2018). The conventional approach also helped the
successors to blend in and exchange information with the public as a strategy for future
elections. Kinship gatherings are still able to have a psychological impact on women
successors during the competition with males (Guntarto & Sevrina, 2019). Women legislative
successors who compete in the 2024 Election should use conventional strategies to approach
the general public and receive their aspirations.

All general public’s aspirations are being held by the candidate as their governmental
objective when they are elected as a member of the Regional Legislative Assembly. This
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focus scope will motivate women candidates to run their errands during their duty period, as
explained in the transcript:

One of the public maintenance strategies is to keep absorbing their aspirations and

issues, especially to concentrated regions with the most votes. The campaign program

will not be dissipated entirely once the campaign period ends. This is done to maintain

the connection between legislative candidates or political factions to the designated general

public. All aspirations will then motivate legislative candidates to make their governmental

program fruition. (FL, 39 years, Campaign Team, Sadamalun Karawang) (AR, 26 years,

DPRD Member - PKB, Cikampek Karawang) (RS, 48 years, DPRD Member - PDIP,

Sedari Karawang)

Hestianti (2021) has shown the urgency of general public maintenance through the core
argumentation of legislative candidates as one of the variable solutions through various
infrastructure issues. The cultural aspect is also essential to maintain the women candidate’s
quality in the 2019 Election. This approach benefits both candidates and political factions to
defend their position in future elections. Sartika (2016) also supports this public maintenance
statement through common issues such as reducing poverty, improving quality of life, and
corruption prevention. Women candidates’ campaigns are correlated with these common
issues to build their image more positively to the general public.

The research results indicate polarities of communication patterns from women
successors in the 2019 Election to win the Regional Legislative Assembly seats. There are
different patterns of women candidates adjusting themselves to target audiences. Candidates
utilize campaign assistance from Golkar Factions to aid in aspiration building to the general
public during campaign processes, whereas candidates have to prepare themselves to hear
every aspiration from the public to understand them and ease their approach to Karawang
citizens.

To explain the mapping of communication patterns used by women candidates of the
Golkar Faction, the researcher has drawn a table of communication patterns described below:
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Figure 1. Women Candidate’s Communication Patterns during the 2019 Election Campaign
Source: Researcher’s Formulation (2021)

The chart above explains how women successors can adapt their communication forms
depending on their situation. As explained in the previous sub-chapters, there are four
categories to identify which communicants the candidates are approaching. Emotional
qualities are implemented to get Karawang general public used to women candidates. This
is supported by Hestianti (2021), who reflects emotional factors as an important aspect of
maintaining a positive image to the general public. Women candidates also play a part as
the public’s diplomat to other politicians. The general public’s quality of life improvements
requires a strong legislative figure who can understand their issues and provide alternatives
to solution planned to be launched in the upcoming five years (Samiaji et al., 2022).
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Another identification of the research is the communication techniques used by candidates
to approach political factions or citizens. The vertical communication pattern consists of
communicants in different statuses or positions, whereas the horizontal communication
pattern is used to communicate with equal standing of position or status. Formal
communication pattern is identified where women candidates are frequently seen using the
informal communication technique to approach the public. This pattern allows the Karawang
citizens to identify women candidates’ commitment to becoming their representatives for
the next five years.

CONCLUSION

Most of the time, Indonesia’s political system has always been seated by men. Women
have shown their struggle during election contests and winning a seat in the Regional
Legislative Assembly. This applies not only in Karawang but also in other regions of Indonesia.
Therefore, there needs to be another identification of communication patterns used by women
candidates who have succeeded in winning their political seats in the 2019 Election. The
research concluded that one of the decisive factors of women candidates lies within vertical,
horizontal, formal, and informal communication patterns.

Informal communication pattern occurred to be the most dominant pattern used by Golkar
Faction women successors. Informal communication pattern is implemented by face-to-face
communication to the general public as voters of the 2019 Election. Despite social media
being the most used campaign assistant, women candidates do not rely on social media to
approach the public due to Karawang citizens’ infrequent use of digital media in their daily
lives. The direct meeting becomes the most effective way for Golkar Faction women
successors in Karawang to approach Karawang’s people. The study’s novelty lies in where
women candidates use conventional media in the middle of digital convergence. Taking into
account the conventional media’s effectiveness towards remote audiences, this proves that
Indonesia’s digitalization is not being distributed equally.
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